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Abstract

In this paper we provide a rationale and approach for articulating a conceptual framework and

corresponding development resources to guide the design of science inquiry assessments.

Important here is attention to how and why research on cognition and learning, advances in

technological capability, and development of sophisticated methods and techniques in

measurement can and should be put to use in designing maximally informative assessments.  To

ensure quality and continuity in the design process the framework advocates an evidence-

centered approach in which the components of assessment design (i.e., substantive arguments,

design elements, and operational procedures) are described and their relationships elaborated.

Further, assessment-design data structures expressed in terms of extensible object models (i.e.,

reusable parts) and supported by web-based tools, facilitate generating, exchanging, and reusing

particular components of the design process. A shared, practical, and instructionally informative

set of assessment design tools, both conceptual and computer-based, can serve to speed the

diffusion of improved assessment practices.
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1.0 Introduction

The past decade has witnessed considerable activity aimed at bringing assessment

practices in line with goals for learning and concomitant changes in curriculum and instruction.

Progress has been made, for example, in embedding assessments in technology-supported

learning environments, creating complex performance-based tasks, tracking student reasoning

during problem-solving (e.g., strategy use, metacognition), and evaluating multiple aspects of

student performance or products over time.  However, much of this work has been localized or

experimental in nature and generally not cost effective, not easily adaptable for large-scale use,

and not re-usable for other purposes or in other contexts.  As such, research and development

have produced little in the way of a shared, practical, and instructionally informative set of tools

and strategies to assess learning.  What is needed is an integrated framework that coordinates but

does not constrain assessment design; A framework that capitalizes on previous efforts while

providing a generalized but principled and coherent approach to guide future efforts.   In this

paper we present a rationale and approach for explicating such a framework for assessing science

inquiry.

The formulation of an integrated assessment design framework is made possible by the

coalescence of three lines of research and development (Mislevy, Steinberg, Almond 2002;

Pellegrino, Chudowsky, & Glaser, 2001).  First, current understandings of how students acquire

and use knowledge serve to identify appropriate targets of assessment and denote the nature of

evidence that should be elicited.  Second, improvements in technological capabilities enable the

administration of assessment tasks that mirror the complexity of inquiry learning and facilitate

the collection and evaluation of data to support standards-based claims about student

knowledge/understanding.  Third, advances in measurement methods and statistical techniques

make it possible to simultaneously weigh multiple aspects of student performance and attend to

the influence of contextual factors when establishing the validity of claims or inferences about

student knowledge or understanding.   Taken together, these developments provide the essential

underpinnings for a practical and feasible assessment design framework, one in which the

components of assessment design (i.e., substantive arguments, design elements, and operational

procedures) are described and their relationships elaborated.
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Here we focus on a design framework for assessing science inquiry being developed by

The Principled Assessment Design for Inquiry (PADI) project, an NSF-sponsored collaboration

among researchers and developers at SRI International, the University of Maryland, the

University of California-Berkeley, the University of Michigan, and Lawrence Hall of Science.

The framework makes explicit the links between educational standards and curricular goals on

the one hand and assessment tasks and score criteria on the other.  Second, the framework

provides guidance for the development of high quality assessments in the form of design patterns

and task templates expressed in terms of extensible object models.1  Third, the framework unifies

the elements of assessment design, delivery, and evaluation to help a developer ensure that

critical considerations (e.g., consistency, usability, validity) inform the process from its

inception.  In what follows, we describe the multidisciplinary approach taken by PADI to

conceptualize an assessment design framework and a collection of development resources for

designing assessments of science inquiry.

We begin with a brief review of three contributing developments that make possible the

formulation of a practical, conceptually-grounded assessment design framework: research on

cognition and learning, advances in technological capability, and the availability of increasingly

sophisticated methods and techniques in measurement.  The first of these developments,

concerning the nature of learning, is foundational.  By itself it opens the door to improving

assessment whether or not specific technologies or measurement models are pertinent to a given

assessment use.2 By making underlying theories of learning explicit in the PADI framework,

educational goals can be translated effectively into assessment tasks and appropriate score

criteria.  The second and third developments—technology and measurement—support the valid

and reliable assessment of multifaceted inquiry in meaningful contexts. Conventional assessment

approaches address content knowledge, specific process skills, and some aspects of science

inquiry (e.g., analysis and interpretation of data) fairly well.  Less satisfactory are efforts to

develop assessments that exemplify the essence of science inquiry—interactive, cyclical, and

constructive—this despite the importance given to inquiry in standards documents and curricular

                                               
1 The reader is referred to Rumbaugh, Jacobson, & Booch (1998) for an overview of an object modeling approach to
software design, and the application of these ideas to modeling business or other systems.
2 Informal classroom observations may not require technology or measurement models, whereas computer-based
coached practice systems require both.  Large-scale high-stakes tests may involve technology, sophisticated
measurement techniques, or both.
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materials.  In our view, a much closer alignment of assessment with the complexities of inquiry

teaching and learning can be realized through the use of innovative technology (to deliver and

score assessments) and powerful measurement methods (to summarize and interpret

performance).

Next, we describe the key features of the PADI assessment design framework.  In

particular we emphasize the centrality of an evidence-centered approach to assessment design, an

approach that is guided by four critical questions:  (a) What does it mean to know and do

inquiry? (b) What constitutes evidence of knowing?  (c) How can that evidence be elicited from

students?  And (d) What are appropriate statistical techniques for making valid inferences about

what students know from what students do?  Second, we describe two data structures—design

patterns and task templates—structures that guide assessment designers through the elements of

evidence-centered design.  A design pattern describes, at a conceptual level, common and unique

features of families or sets of science inquiry assessments and bridges the content expertise and

measurement expertise needed to create usable and useful assessments. Task templates

encompass the technical considerations necessary to move from the substantive foundation

(expressed in narrative fashion in design patterns) to specifications for particular tasks and the

operational processes necessary to carry out the assessment. Third, we comment on the use of

object modeling, a software design strategy, to develop web-based structures (i.e., PADI design

patterns and task templates) comprised of reusable parts.  Formulating PADI structures as design

objects facilitates generating, sharing, and reusing elements of the design process and

circumvents a “from-the-ground-up” approach to assessment development.  To conclude, we

comment briefly on the on-going development of a scoring engine and the creation of exemplar

tasks.

2.0 Contributing Developments

Three messages sounded in the National Research Council’s report, Knowing what

students know: The science and design of assessment (Pellegrino et al, 2001), serve to situate the

PADI effort.   First, current conceptions of student cognition and how people learn combined

with goals for science learning (cf. American Association for the Advancement of Science

[AAAS], 1993; National Science Education Standards [NSES], 1996) provide the substantive

underpinnings for the design and interpretation of assessments.  Second, technology enables the

administration of complex and realistic tasks and the accumulation of direct evidence of student
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thinking, reasoning, or understanding.  Third, measurement or statistical models make possible

the integration and interpretation of multiple pieces of information to support valid inferences

about what students know and can do.   In what follows, we elaborate on each of these messages

and the consequent opportunities for, and challenges to, the improvement of assessment design.

2.1 Learning and Cognition

The essential conceptual component for designing educational assessments is the

characterization of competence within a subject matter.  Psychological research on learning and

cognition has, at various points in time, emphasized different aspects of knowing, understanding,

and reasoning. In the last 40 years, the cognitive perspective (with its emphasis on knowledge

structures) and the situative perspective (with its emphasis on social situations) have presented a

view of achievement that has challenged the principles underlying extant teaching practice and

test design. The history of developments in these and other areas is described by Greeno,

Pearson, & Schoenfeld (1996). Here we present a brief description of the cognitive and situative

perspectives.

The cognitive perspective focuses on structures and uses of knowledge, including

principles and concepts of subject-matter domains, the organization of information (schemas,

mental models), and procedures and strategies for problem solving and reasoning (e.g. Anderson,

2000). Studies of expertise in various domains have demonstrated that the nature and quality of

cognitive activity underlying an individual’s performance reflects the experience, degree of

learning, and state of knowledge of the problem solver (Chi, Glaser, & Farr, 1988; Ericsson &

Smith, 1991). The recurring theme is that learning is a process of constructing new knowledge

on the basis of current knowledge.  As learning occurs, increasingly well-structured and

qualitatively different organizations of knowledge develop.  Most important is the integration of

declarative or factual knowledge with an understanding of when and how to use that knowledge.

It is this integrated or connected knowledge which enables certain cognitive activities such as

building a mental model or representation of a problem to guide solution, managing one’s

thinking while performing a task, enlisting appropriate goal-directed solution strategies to

facilitate problem solving, and generating and elaborating explanations. Because observable

differences in these cognitive activities—problem representation, metacognition, strategy use,

explanation—are associated with differential levels of understanding, they are appropriate

criteria for evaluating student performance and achievement (cf. Baxter & Glaser, 1998).
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 While the cognitive perspective emphasizes the individual development of knowledge,

the situative perspective draws attention to the social and participatory aspects of learning (e.g.,

Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989).  From the situative perspective, learning science involves

extended experience with, and membership in, a community of people who practice science.  To

this end, classrooms are structured as communities of collaborative, reflective practice in which

students are challenged to think deeply about, and to engage actively in, doing science (e.g.,

Bruer, 1993). Teachers in these classrooms assume the role of representatives of the scientific

community.   In this role they “are expected to model reflection, to foster a learning environment

where students review each others’ work, offer suggestions, and challenge mistakes in

investigative processes, faulty reasoning, or poorly supported conclusions" (NSES, 1996, pg.

88).  These “situated” participatory experiences lead students to pick up certain practices and

forms of discourse, adopt certain ways of perceiving the discipline, encourage habits of mind and

particular ways to view the world (Greeno, Collins, & Resnick, 1996).

Important to both the cognitive and situative perspective is an emphasis on learning with

understanding in meaningful contexts.  In science education, standards documents and curricular

materials promote inquiry as a key strategy for engaging students in learning science.  “Inquiry is

a multifaceted activity that involves making observations; posing questions; examining books

and other sources of information to see what is already known; planning investigations;

reviewing what is already known in light of experimental evidence; using tools to gather,

analyze, and interpret data; proposing answers, explanations, and predictions; and

communicating the results. Inquiry requires identification of assumptions, use of critical and

logical thinking, and consideration of alternative explanations” (NSES, 1996, pg. 23). Engaging

in inquiry allows students to experience the ways in which scientists study the world and

encourages an understanding of the nature of science and scientific knowledge.  Key here is a

view of science as an ongoing cyclical process of constructing and modifying ideas, theories

and/or models through the systematic gathering of evidence, application of logical argument, and

questioning of assumptions, procedures, and conclusions.   As student experience with inquiry

accumulates, discipline--specific variations in modes of inquiry and canons of evidence give way

to unifying concepts and processes that transcend grade and disciplinary boundaries.
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Taken together, theories of learning, education standards, and instructional expectations

provide the substantive underpinnings for science assessments.  They serve to identify (at a

general level) relevant goals of assessment and the nature of evidence that should be elicited to

support claims or inferences about student understanding or achievement; they are not

specifically geared toward guiding assessment design.  Well-established procedures for

designing traditional assessments, procedures that have evolved over time to ensure consistency

and coherence, have proved unsatisfactory, in and of themselves, for designing more complex

assessment tasks.  Indeed, analyses of “innovative” assessments have pointed to inconsistencies

among assessment goals, developed tasks, and/or score criteria (e.g., Achieve Inc., 2002; Baxter

& Glaser, 1998; Means & Haertel, 2002).  Further, a task-centered approach, characteristic of

many efforts to design complex assessments (particularly performance assessments), has resulted

in some innovative assessment situations but not necessarily effective strategies for summarizing

and drawing inferences from the multiple pieces of information elicited from students.  We argue

that one must design assessments from the very start around the inferences one wants to make,

the observations one needs to group them, the situations that will evoke these observations, and

the chain of reasoning that connects them.  The central issues are construct definition, forms of

evidence, and situations that provide evidence regardless of the means by which data are to be

gathered and evaluated (Messick, 1994).

PADI introduces design patterns as a tool for structuring substantive considerations into

an assessment argument.  An assessment argument lays out the chain of reasoning from evidence

(what students say or do in particular situations) to inference (what we wish to say about

students’ abilities more generally).   The key elements of an assessment argument—what is

important to know, what constitutes evidence of knowing, and in what ways this evidence can be

elicited from students—are explicated in design patterns (see below for examples).  Making

substantive considerations explicit from the onset serves to place appropriate boundaries on

subsequent design decisions.   Because assessment design is inevitably iterative, a process of

inquiry itself, design decisions always can be revisited in light of reflection and empirical

feedback.  The point is to ensure that the designed assessment is: (a) consistent with the

developer’s goals/intentions and (b) internally coherent (i.e., evidence is gathered and interpreted

in ways that bear on the underlying knowledge and purposes the assessment is intended to

address.)
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2.2 Technological Developments

Increases in the availability and capability of technology have the potential to positively

influence and assist developers and users of assessments.  Unlike the paper-and-pencil modalities

of conventional large-scale assessments, technology can provide realistic work environments,

track student strategies and progress as they problem solve, and yield rich evidence about a

student’s reasoning processes.  In essence, technology permits the grounding of assessment in

cognitive conceptions of knowing and facilitates the acquisition of evidence of student

understanding more efficiently and effectively than do traditional assessments.  In other words,

technology provides an infrastructure that enables the delivery and scoring of complex

assessments.

 In recent years, technology has figured prominently in efforts to design intelligent

tutoring systems (e.g., Koedinger & Anderson, 1993); to promote student acquisition of coherent

mental models of important subject-matter concepts (e.g., Hunt & Minstrell, 1994); to provide

frequent opportunities for formative assessment with rich feedback to students and teachers

(Barron et al., 1995; 1998; CTGV, 1994, 1997); and to emphasize and promote self-assessment

and group problem solving (e.g., White & Frederiksen, 1998; 2000).   This work is based on

cognitive conceptions of what it means to know and learn, and is often combined with

sophisticated statistical or psychometric technique to model the complex performances observed

in these situations.  Two examples of technology-based assessments--the first developed from a

cognitive perspective and the second from a situative perspective--illustrate some of the key

ideas.

Drawing on a cognitive perspective, Ron  Stevens and his colleagues have developed

Interactive Multimedia Exercises (IMMEX), an on-line problem-solving environment predicated

on a model of scientific inquiry (e.g., Stevens, Lopo, & Wang, 1996).  Each case begins with a

descriptive scenario for which students are expected to frame the problem, judge what

information is relevant for solving the problem, plan a strategy for searching available

information, gather “data”, and then draw relevant conclusions.  For example, students in

environmental science may be asked to determine why dead fish are washing up on the shores of

a river.  In biology, students may take on the role of forensic scientists in an effort to identify the

parents of a girl who suspects she was the victim of a mix-up in the maternity ward.  The

problem-solving environment is structured in such a way as to allow students to select from a
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number of choices (via pull down menus) what tests to do and the sequence in which to conduct

the tests. The software records a student’s every step as she/he attempts to solve each case.

Patterns in student problem solving performance are identified and similar performances are

clustered using the statistical machinery of artificial neural networks (e.g., Vendlinski & Stevens,

2002).    From this information, graphs are constructed to display performance change (in terms

of strategy use) over time for an individual student and for groups of students. Consistent with

the expert novice literature, Stevens and his colleagues have found that simply noting which tests

students choose provides only weak evidence about their thinking.  Rather, it is sequences, and

more specifically, ordered pairs of tests that are indicative of level of understanding. That is,

knowledgeable students choose subsequent tests based on the results of the current test in

contrast to a trial-and-error or “do every test” approach characteristic of less knowledgeable

students.

 From a situative perspective, White and Frederiksen (1998; 2000) have developed

curriculum and assessments to help middle school students acquire appropriate mental models

for basic physical laws and their application across situations.  For example, in Thinker Tools,

computer-based representations are deployed to challenge students' existing conceptions of

Newtonian models of force and motion.  Cross-student debates and collaborative

experimentation are used to resolve discrepancies between what students think and what the

evidence from various inquiries or models seems to demonstrate.  A cyclical sequence of

“hypothesize, test, and generalize” is promoted and supported by the software and the overall

instructional design.  The goal is to support students' reflections on what they (individually and

collectively) are doing and learning (i.e., metacognition) so as to promote the development of

understanding. Opportunities for peer and self-assessment (“reflective assessment” in White and

Frederiksen’s terms) are an integral part of the teaching, learning, assessment cycle.

As these examples demonstrate, technology can extend the nature of the problems that

can be presented and the kinds of knowledge and processes that can be elicited as evidence of

student knowing.  Innovation and utility notwithstanding, ongoing efforts to harness the potential

of technology to support cognitively-grounded assessments have been constrained by the high

cost of “from-the-ground-up” development and lack of sufficient resources to keep pace with

continuous technological advances (particularly the internet).  Further, technology-supported

assessments, especially those designed for use in specific instructional environments, have been
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criticized for their limited applicability. These criticisms arose in part because the assessments

were not scalable for large-scale use and in part because they were not well suited to adaptation

or implementation outside the specialized context in which they were developed (Means &

Haertel, 2002).  In recent years, a number of industry-wide efforts have arisen to address these

concerns and to meet the instruction and assessment development demands stemming from

increased availability and use of technology in educational settings.  Broadly speaking, these

efforts seek to identify common elements and processes that could be programmed as objects

(“reusable” parts) to support portability, platform independence, and long term usability.

Two ongoing efforts to develop interoperability standards are noted here. The first,

Shareable Content Object Reference Model (SCORM), is an XML-based framework used to

define and access information in ways that permit it to be shared across various learning

management systems (LMS). SCORM facilitates moving course content and related information

(such as student records) from one platform to another, making course content into modular

objects that can be reused in other courses, and enabling any LMS to search others for usable

course content.  The second, IMS Global Learning Consortium, Inc. (IMS), is developing and

promoting open specifications for facilitating online distributed learning activities such as

locating and using educational content, tracking learner progress, reporting learner performance,

and exchanging student records between administrative systems. As part of this effort, IMS

Question and Test Interoperability (QTI) standards specify protocols for exchanging assessment

information such as questions, tests, and results.  IMS/QTI standards are extendable, and can be

augmented to accommodate, for example, interactive computer- and web-based tasks.

Common to IMS and SCORM is an effort to develop standards for software design to

enable components of the programs to be reused or re-purposed regardless of the particular

technology environment.  This is accomplished in part by the use of objects--a code-based

abstraction of a real-world entity or relationship. Objects consist of data and a set of behaviors

and constitute the building blocks of object models.  An object model is a group of related

objects that work in concert to complete a set of related task(s).  The PADI project applies the

concept of object models to assessment design to facilitate generating, sharing, and reusing

particular elements of the design process.   As described below, the full PADI object model

consists of structures including design patterns, task templates, and task specifications that lay

out the elements of assessment design and the relationships among them.  To support a broad
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range of designers (e.g., researchers, classroom teachers, commercial test publishers) and the

corresponding variation in assessment tasks and uses, PADI objects can be extended,

constrained, or wrapped within a user interface specifically suited to a particular purpose.

2.3 Measurement Methods and Techniques

A fundamental issue in measurement is summarizing and reporting on a set of

performances in theoretically and empirically defensible ways; this in turn is bound up with the

statistical representation of student performance.   Too often assessments simply indicate that

some students have learned well, others not at all, and many are in between.  Assessment

practice has changed a great deal in response to evolving conceptions of knowledge and its

acquisition, views of schooling and its purposes, and technologies for gathering and evaluating

response data.  The idea that we are drawing inferences about students from a limited set of

observations has not changed.  What has changed is the nature of the observations and what it

means to know.

Increasingly common are situations in which multiple aspects of knowledge or skill are

of interest. They are tapped in varying combinations by various tasks; and/or task performances

provide several, often dependent, bits of information about various aspects of knowledge and

skill. In these situations, probability-based models provide explicit, formal rules for integrating

the many and diverse pieces of information that may be relevant to a particular inference about

what students know and can do.  The objective in the statistical model is to express, in

probabilistic terms, the ways in which certain aspects of performance depend on particular

aspects of knowledge. The relevant aspects of a student’s performance are synthesized as

probability distributions of variables that represent the targeted aspects of the student’s

knowledge.  Item response theory models and latent class models are familiar examples of this

kind of reasoning.  Recent work has produced a variety of extensions that deal with multiple

aspects of knowledge, skill, and strategy as they are seen from a cognitive perspective

(Pellegrino et al., 2001, Junker, 2000). Depending on the purpose of the assessment, the nature of

the observations, and the kinds of inferences one wishes to make, a given model will be more or

less appropriate.

Consider for example a system of embedded assessments designed to guide teaching and

inform learning of the Issues, Evidence, and You (IEY) curriculum developed at the Lawrence

Hall of Science (Roberts, Wilson, & Draney, 1997; Wilson & Sloane, 2000).  These classroom-
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based assessments are used to evaluate student progress on five important dimensions of decision

making: Designing and conducting investigations, Evidence and tradeoffs, Understanding

concepts, Communicating scientific information, and Group interaction.  Over the course of the

year-long curriculum, students are challenged to make decisions on a number of issue-oriented

topics such as “Water Usage and Safety” or “Environmental Impact.”  Assessments are

administered within- and between- topics.  Each assessment task is designed to measure student

performance on one or more of the dimensions listed above. Although each task provides

evidence for one or more (but not necessarily all) of the five key dimensions, student

performance (and progress) is “mapped” in terms of the multiple dimensions the curriculum was

designed to promote (Wilson, & Draney, 1997; Wilson, Draney, & Kennedy, 2001)

One approach to dealing with proficiencies that have many aspects is to model the

variation in students and tasks at some level with multivariate models (cf. Adams, Wilson, &

Wang, 1997).  From a multivariate perspective, each student can be characterized by more than

one variable, each reflecting a distinct aspect of proficiency, and each task can be characterized

by the degree to which it tends to stress the different aspects of proficiency. Now student-by-task

interactions that render different tasks easy for some students and hard for others can be modeled

and expressed as differing profiles of proficiency among students.  In contrast, the more familiar

univariate approach simply characterizes each student by a propensity to do well on tasks from

some specified domain; student-by-task interaction is viewed as measurement error.  Thus a

multivariate approach allows for interpretation of student responses to complex problems in real

world situations and addresses the generalizability problem common to performance assessments

(Linn, 1994; Shavelson, Baxter, Gao, 1993).

In assessment situations that are cognitively-motivated and technology-supported,

Bayesian inference networks (Bayes nets for short) have proven to be broadly applicable in

domains as diverse as electronics (e.g., Mislevy & Gitomer, 1996), dental hygiene (Mislevy et al,

2002), and physics (e.g., Martin & VanLehn, 1995).  Bayes nets are representations of the

probabilistic relationships among a set of variables (cf. Almond, 1995; Pearl, 1988) that exploit

conditional independence relationships to make inference feasible in even large networks of

variables.3  In educational assessments, attention focuses on the interrelationship between two

                                               
3 The interested reader is referred to Bayes Offers a ‘New’ Way to Make Sense of Numbers for a readable treatise and
examples that extend beyond education.  Science (1999), Vol. 286 available at www.sciencemag.org
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kinds of variables: those concerning targeted aspects of knowledge and skill and those

concerning observed performance.  Bayes theorem provides a mathematical expression of the

probability that a student has the targeted knowledge/skill given what we observe him/her do in

an assessment situation.  The power of this approach stems from the appropriation of prior

information of the interrelationships between variables (from theory, expert judgment, or

experience) to make predictions about (i.e., draw inferences from) the current situation from

tasks constructed to best reveal those relationships.

VanLehn and his colleagues (e.g., Martin & VanLehn, 1995) use Bayes nets to evaluate

what students know about Newtonian mechanics and kinematics.  The on-line assessment of

expertise (OLAE) collects data from students solving problems in introductory college physics

and analyzes that data with probabilistic methods to determine what knowledge the student is

using.  Using an expert model, OLAE automatically creates a Bayes net that relates knowledge,

represented as a set of rules, to particular actions taken during problem solving, such as equation

writing.  Having constructed a Bayesian network, OLAE can now “observe” a student’s

problem-solving behavior and compute the probability that the student knows and uses each of

the rules.  The focus is on what students know and the ways in which they use that knowledge, as

opposed to a more traditional focus on how much students know (i.e., number correct responses).

In each of these examples, the characterization of student knowledge/understanding relies

on the interplay of substantive issues and psychometric/statistical technique.  As definitions of

what it means to know have changed so too have the goals of schooling and the requirements of

assessments. Consequently, familiar measurement models have evolved (and new ones have

been developed) to make it possible to reason from assessment data to inferences about student

achievement in an ever broadening range of situations (Junker, 2000).  For example, “it is now

possible to characterize students in terms of multiple aspects of proficiency, rather than a single

score; chart students’ progress over time, instead of simply measuring performance at a

particular point in time; deal with multiple paths or alternative methods of valued performance;

model, monitor and improve judgments on the basis of informed evaluations; model performance

at the student level and also at the group, class, school, and state levels” (Pellegrino, 2001, p.

168).

).  Despite these capabilities and the availability of computers to handle the computational

requirements, these and other models and methods are not widely used.  Although some are
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available in off-the-shelf packages, their use requires specialized knowledge.  Much work needs

to be done to coordinate complex statistical models with current conceptions of knowledge and

the kinds of performances indicative of more or less knowledge in a domain—a task which

researchers are presently in a position to work out.  Knowing what students know (Pellegrino, et

al., 2001) speculates that it will take time, as experience, examples, and tools accumulate, for

less traditional psychometric methods to become more widely used in the science assessment

community.

For its part, PADI includes formal probability-based reasoning, in the form of

measurement models, as part of the evidence-centered design structure on which the PADI

framework is predicated.  In addition to knowledge representations such as design patterns and

task templates for designing assessments, PADI is developing a “scoring engine” compatible

with the PADI framework.  The scoring engine is based on the work of Wilson and his

colleagues with multivariate psychometric models (e.g., Adams, Wilson, & Wang, 1997) and

includes submodels which deal with categorical, ordered, and conditionally-dependent response

variables (see below).   As with design patterns and task templates, the scoring engine is

presented as an extensible object model that can accommodate a family of models to meet the

needs of various users and assessment uses.

3.0 PADI: A Framework for Assessing Science Inquiry

The Principled Assessment Design of Inquiry (PADI) project is an NSF-sponsored

collaboration among researchers and developers at SRI International, Lawrence Hall of Science,

and the Universities of Maryland, Michigan and California- Berkeley. The goal of the PADI

project, broadly speaking, is to produce a conceptual framework and a collection of development

resources for designing assessments of science inquiry, including but not limited to, web-based

and performance tasks.  More specifically, PADI is undertaking a special-case implementation of

the evidence-centered assessment design (ECD) framework developed at Educational Testing

Service by Mislevy, Steinberg, and Almond (2002).  The ECD framework explicates the

interrelationships among substantive arguments, assessment design elements, and operational

processes without reference to particular content, purpose, or underlying cognitive theory.

Rather, ECD provides a general approach and set of principles that are relevant for all types of
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assessment.  PADI, in turn, provides general assessment-design data structures with exemplars

specifically aimed at designing assessments of science inquiry.

3.1 Evidence-Centered Assessment Design

In designing and using assessments, the essential task is one of drawing inferences about

what a student knows, can do, or has accomplished, from limited observations of what a student

says or does.  An evidentiary perspective focuses attention on the relationships among: (a) what

we want to infer about examinees (student model), (b) what kinds of situations enable us to

evoke the necessary evidence (task model), and (c) how we can reason from observations in

these particular situations to inferences about students more generally (evidence model).

Student, task and evidence models comprise the critical elements of an assessment argument.4

Evidence centered design (ECD) defines these elements and the interrelationships among them

and thus serves as a guide through the layers of interconnected decisions involved in developing

a coherent assessment argument (see Table 1).

At the heart of ECD is the Conceptual Assessment Framework, the stage at which the

substantive, technical, and operational elements of the assessment argument are detailed. (See

Mislevy, Steinberg, & Almond, 2002, for a detailed description.)  Earlier phases/stages (i.e.,

domain analysis, domain modeling) serve to provide the substance for the assessment argument.

Subsequent stages (compilation and delivery) serve to fill in the technical details and carry out

the processes that are necessary to maintain the integrity of the argument.  (See Almond,

Steinberg, & Mislevy, 2002, for a full description of a four-process architecture for assessment

delivery systems.)

The stages or layers are generally sequential in that assessment design begins with stage

1, domain analysis.  However, stages may be (and often are) revisited during assessment design

as information from one stage (e.g., assessment trials with students) suggests necessary changes

to one or more of the other stages (e.g., what constitutes evidence).

                                               
4 In Knowing What Students Know (pg. 44) the terms cognition, observation and interpretation are used to describe
the three essential elements of the assessment triangle.
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Table 1.  PADI instantiation of general principles and stages of evidence-centered design.

Evidence-Centered
Assessment Design

Purpose/Description of Stage PADI Framework for
Assessing  Science Inquiry

I. Domain Analysis • Nature of knowledge, how people
acquire it, how they use it.

• Definition of competence
• Development of

competence/understanding
• Purpose of assessment

• Definition of Inquiry from standards
documents

• Inquiry assessments used by
curriculum developers and
researchers

• Discussions with subject-matter
experts and review of literature on
the development of inquiry

II. Domain Modeling • Systematic structure for organizing
information gathered in domain
analysis stage.

• Narrative description of
proficiencies of interest, ways of
getting observations that evidence
proficiency, and ways of arranging
situations in which students
provide evidence of targeted
proficiencies.

Design Patterns—narrative description
of connections between inquiry standards
and ways of obtaining evidence of what
students know about inquiry.
• Pointers to other relevant

information (e.g., exemplar tasks,
other design patterns, reference
materials).

• Content and grade independent.

III. Conceptual Assessment
Framework

Student

Task

Evidence

--Evaluation
--Measurement

• Expression of targeted knowledge
as variables

• Identification of features of
eliciting situations as variables in
task schemas

• Identification & summary of
evidence:

• Task level scoring
•  Summary scoring

Templates—detailed, technical
description, blueprint, or specs for
creating a family of tasks.
• Specifies student and task model

variables, rules for evaluating
performance (e.g., rubrics),
psychometric measurement models.

IIIB. Compilation

Task Creation

Statistical Assembly

Assessment Implementation

• Models for schema-based task
authoring,

• Protocols for fitting and estimation
of psychometric models,

• Strategies and algorithms for
adaptive and non-adaptive test
construction.

Outside the PADI project, with the
exception of
• Exemplary Tasks produced by FOSS

and BioKIDS partners in the PADI
project

• Reference to the Berkeley
Evaluation & Assessment Research
Center’s Item Calibration
procedures for optional PADI
scoring engine

IV. Four-Process Delivery
Architecture

 Presentation
 Response Scoring
 Summary Scoring
 Activity Selection

• Data structures and processes for
implementing assessments.

• Desire for interoperable processes
and assessment objects

PADI Object Models promote design of
assessment elements and processes to
common IMS/SCORM standards
Optional PADI Scoring Engine available
for users to incorporate in their
assessment applications.

3.1.1 Stage I.  At the Domain Analysis stage, the goal is to identify what is important for

students to know, the situations in which one might observe evidence of knowing, the purpose of
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the assessment, and the constraints and contexts of the proposed use of the assessment.

Information is compiled from cognitive psychology, subject matter standards, research in the

disciplines and other relevant sources of information on how and what students learn (e.g.,

curricular materials).  Although this stage of assessment design is critical to sound assessment,

PADI is not tasked with developing data structures or supporting tools for it. Rather, PADI

structures are introduced at the next stage.

3.1.2 Stage II.  At the Domain Modeling stage, assessment developers think through and

lay out (in a non-technical fashion) the elements of the assessment argument (i.e., student, task,

and evidence models) using the information and resources compiled in stage 1.  In the PADI

framework, this organization is facilitated by a design pattern.  As described below, design

patterns are guiding structures or schemas that describe the key elements of an assessment

argument at a narrative rather than a technical level (Mislevy et al, 2003).  While the design

pattern structure could be used to plan assessments in any content domain and from any

psychological perspective, the instances being developed in PADI focus on science inquiry and

stand on cognitive and sociocultural psychological bases.

3.1.3 Stage IIIA.  At the Conceptual Assessment Framework stage, the goal is to provide

details (substantive, technical, and operational) for the assessment argument.  In the PADI

framework, the organization of the more technical details of the assessment argument is

facilitated by templates (see below).   Templates are used to detail specifications for families of

tasks.  Task specs in turn provide blueprints for individual tasks by selecting particular options

expressed in the more general templates.  Like design patterns, these structures—as

structures—are applicable across content areas, assessment purposes, and psychological

perspectives.  As noted, PADI is focused on working through exemplars of science inquiry from

a cognitive or sociocultural point of view.

3.1.4 Stage IIIB.  At the Compilation stage, the focus is on pulling together various

elements of assessment development such as task authoring, psychometric modeling, and

assessment implementation.  It is not within the scope of the PADI project to develop authoring

systems to actually implement tasks.   The intention, rather, is that the PADI conceptual

framework and object model provides the infrastructure around which authoring systems could

be tailored to the needs of a wide range of projects and users.  FOSS and BioKIDS partners will

develop and administer tasks as an essential part of evaluating the PADI framework.
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3.1.5 Stage IV.   During the final stage, Four Process Delivery Architecture, the goal is

to orchestrate the operational processes of an assessment (Almond, Steinberg, & Mislevy, 2002).

With the exception of the optional scoring engine, PADI is not developing delivery system

capabilities.  As with authoring systems, the particulars of delivery systems can vary

tremendously from one assessment to another, especially with regard to purposes (e.g.,

diagnostic, large-scale) and platforms (e.g., paper-and-pencil, web-based).  Nevertheless, the

shared conception, representational forms, object definitions, and IMS/QTI- and SCORM-

compatible protocols enhance the efficiency of delivery system design by providing a common

infrastructure that can support tailored implementation.

In summary, PADI applies the principles and structures of evidence-centered design to

support the creation of high quality assessments of science inquiry.  Web-based structures

including design patterns, task templates, and task specifications (in the form of an extensible

object model) serve to guide developers through the interrelated decisions prerequisite to the

development of a coherent assessment argument.  In what follows we elaborate on our initial

work with design patterns, and include brief comments about our current work with task

templates, object modeling, the  development of a scoring engine, and the design of exemplar

tasks.

3.2 Design Patterns

Patterns and pattern languages are ways to articulate best practices, describe good

designs, and capture experience in ways that make it possible for others to reuse this experience

(Gardner et al., 1998).  These patterns and pattern languages are used in diverse design fields

such as architecture (e.g., Alexander et al, 1977) and computer programming (e.g., Gamma,

Helm, Johnson, & Vlissides, 1994) because of their explanatory power and generative utility.  In

PADI, we adopt the term design pattern to describe organizing schemas built on the principles of

evidence-centered assessment design.  An assessment design pattern assembles, in non-technical

terms, the elements of an evidence-centered assessment argument.  By capturing the key

relationships in the substantive domain in a way that presages the more technical design elements

(i.e., student, task, evidence models), a design pattern provides a bridge between the content

expertise and measurement expertise needed to create an operational assessment.  Although the

structure of design patterns described below can be applied to assessment arguments in any

domain, it will be in keeping with PADI’s focus to develop the ideas in the context of science
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inquiry.

3.2.1 Defining Inquiry. The design patterns being developed as exemplars in PADI are

intended to guide the design of assessments of science inquiry.  The AAAS's (1993) Benchmarks

for Science Literacy and the National Research Council’s (1996) National Science Education

Standards view inquiry as central to science and to the process of acquiring deep understanding

of science content. Despite the shared emphasis on inquiry, the Standards and Benchmarks

conceptualize inquiry in slightly different ways.  The Benchmarks call attention to inquiry

concepts that students at various grade levels should understand, while the Standards explicate

abilities as well as “understandings.”   For example, the Benchmarks stipulate that by the end of

8th grade students should “know that if more than one variable changes at the same time in an

experiment, the outcome of the experiment may not be clearly attributable to any one of the

variables” (p. 12).  In contrast, the Standards state that “Students should develop general

abilities, such as . . . identifying and controlling variables” (p. 145).

While PADI is motivated by these emerging understandings of the nature of inquiry, it is

not an objective of the project to propose a singular or authoritative definition of the term.

Rather, its goal is to provide structures for expressing assessment arguments (in terms of design

patterns) and instantiating them in tasks (in terms of templates), a goal that should be achievable

under any perspective.  Design patterns and task templates are structures that support, but do not

dictate, the substance of an assessment argument.  The PADI design framework is therefore

offered as an open system, in that researchers and assessment designers will be able to lay out

assessment arguments and build assessment tasks in accordance with their own views of inquiry.

By providing a common structural framework, PADI aims to facilitate sharing, comparison, and

debate on ways to conceive and assess inquiry in science—helping the community wrestle with

the meaning of inquiry, rather than attempting to resolve the issue.  The structure of design

patterns will help frame assessment arguments around the vision that emerges of the nature of

inquiry and ensure appropriate ways to assess students’ knowledge/understanding of inquiry.

3.2.2 Design Pattern Attributes.  Design patterns, like standards, cut across content

areas. As a data structure, a design pattern contains attributes or constituent pieces of

information that address the necessary elements of an assessment argument (Mislevy, 2003).

Each design pattern details the knowledge or skill one wants to address, kinds of observations

that can provide evidence about acquisition of this knowledge or skill, and features of task
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situations that allow the students to provide this evidence.  In addition each design pattern

provides links to standards, other design patterns, task templates and exemplary tasks as

appropriate.  Table 2 provides a list of the attributes and a brief definition of each.

Table 2.  Attributes of a PADI assessment design pattern.

Attribute Definition
Title A short name for referring to the design pattern.
Summary Overview of relevant assessment situations and relation to targeted knowledge, skills,

and abilities.
Rationale The chain of reasoning connecting the inference of interest about student

proficiency to potential observations and work products.
Focal knowledge, skills, or
abilities (KSA)

Primary knowledge/skills/abilities of students that one wants to know about.

Additional knowledge,
skills or abilities

Other knowledge/skills/abilities that may be required.

Potential observations Some possible things one could see students doing that would give evidence
about the KSAs

Potential work products Modes, like a written product or a spoken answer, in which students might
produce evidence about KSAs

Potential rubrics Some evaluation techniques that may be applicable.
Characteristic features Aspects of assessment situations that are likely to evoke the desired evidence.
Variable features Aspects of assessment situations that can be varied in order to shift difficulty

or focus.
I am a kind of…. Associations to other PADI design patterns for which this one is a special case.
These are kinds of me…. Associations to other PADI design patterns that are special cases of this one.
I am part of … Associations to other PADI design patterns for which this one is a component or step.
These are parts of me…. Associations to other PADI design patterns that are components or steps of this one.
Educational standards Links to the most closely related NSES Science as Inquiry Standards
Task-evidence templates Links to task-evidence templates that use this design pattern.
Exemplar tasks Links to sample assessment tasks that are instances of this design pattern.
Online resources Links to online materials that illustrate or support use of this design pattern.
References Pointers to research or other documentation that illustrate or support use of this design

pattern.
Miscellaneous associations Other relevant information (e.g., a field for comments, links, administrative use)

3.2.3  Examples of Design Patterns.  To date PADI has compiled approximately forty

design patterns.5  These design patterns were identified in one of two ways.  First, an analysis of

standards documents provided definitions of inquiry and statements of what was important for

students to know and do.  We adopted a broad view of inquiry to include not only ways of doing

science but also unifying concepts and processes (e.g., Evidence, models, and explanation), and

perspectives on how students learn (cf. Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 1999).  Second, a review

                                               
5 PADI has developed one possible set of design patterns.  Starting from a subject-specific perspective may result in
a different set of design patterns.  Indeed the PADI framework allows for the addition of other design patterns.
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of existing assessments developed for curricular projects or research studies provided examples

of ways in which situations could be arranged to elicit information about students’ understanding

of various aspects of inquiry. Special attention was given to those assessments that specified a

cognitive or situative perspective in their articulation of what was important for students to know

and what constituted evidence of knowing.  There is no claim that the PADI design patterns

constitute a definitive set, nor is that the intent.  Rather, the purpose of these design patterns is to

create a shared language for communicating insight and experience about assessment design

problems and their solution.  In this way, we can document and clarify our collective

understanding of what constitutes quality assessment design (i.e., coherent assessment

argument).  Summaries of three design patterns follow.  The full design patterns are shown as

Appendix A.

Viewing Real-World Situations from a Scientific Perspective. A scientific perspective

acknowledges certain principles and structures as valid for understanding, explaining, and

predicting the world around us. This design pattern is one of ten we “reverse-engineered” from a

series of integrated investigation problems developed to accompany the GLOBE curriculum.6

To assess ability to investigate real-world problems, students were asked to analyze and interpret

GLOBE data sets, then communicate their findings and conclusions (Quellmalz, Hinojosa, &

Rosenquist, 2001).  We created design patterns from GLOBE to reflect the foci of different

phases of a structured investigation (i.e., planning, conducting, analyzing, comparing,

interpreting, and communicating).

For the design pattern highlighted here, the focus is on the ways in which students frame

a problem (i.e., scientific, personal, social or political). To assess students’ propensities to

approach situations from a scientific perspective, they might be asked to critique responses given

by others, describe how to solve a problem, or identify reasonable next steps.  As with all the

design patterns we have developed so far, this design pattern is not content specific but can be

adapted by adjusting the structure of the setting.  For example, the Chi, Feltovich, and Glaser

(1981) problem-sorting experiment targets thinking about situations from a scientific

perspective, but with a different content area and a different form.  In their study, expert

physicists were observed to sort problems into categories based on fundamental relationships

                                               
6 GLOBE curriculum is available online at www.globe.gov
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such as equilibrium, Newton's third law, or conservation of energy; novices sorted the same tasks

on the basis of surface features, such as having to do with pulleys, springs, or inclined planes.

Model Elaboration.  A primary goal of scientists is the development of explanatory

models that can be used to explore the natural world. As consistent or conflicting data

accumulates, these models are subject to elaboration or revision, respectively.  In education

settings, students even at a very young age construct models to account for their observations in

mathematics and science (Lehrer & Schauble, 2000). However, research has shown that there are

often discrepancies between student models and scientific models (e.g., diSessa, 1982), thus

making this aspect of science inquiry an important target of assessment.

The model elaboration design pattern is one of a suite of model-based reasoning design

patterns developed from James Stewart’s studies of genetics problem solving (Stewart & Hafner,

1994).  Model Based Reasoning can be assessed in and of itself or as part of a larger

investigation for which Using Models, Model Elaboration, or Model Revision also are assessed.

For model elaboration, the design pattern highlighted here, students are asked to solve problems

in which the data do not conflict with their existing models.  Problem solution involves

combining or making additions to existing models by, for example, embedding a model in a

larger system, adding more parts to the model, or incorporating additional information about a

real-world situation into the schema the model represents.  As with many of the PADI design

patterns, the model elaboration design pattern can be applied to any content area and any grade

level.  Elementary students, for example, may be working with a simple model of magnetic

attraction, while college students work with molecular models for the transmission of inherited

characteristics.  The essential processes of model-based reasoning remain, as appropriate to the

content, the contexts, and the learners.

Reflective Assessment.  White & Frederiksen's work on inquiry cycle attends to the

socioculturally-motivated issue of helping kids learn the standards of good inquiry, externally at

first, and then coming to internalize them.  “By reflecting on the attributes of each activity and its

function in constructing scientific theories, students grow to understand the nature of inquiry and

the habits of thought that are involved” (White & Frederiksen, 2000, pg. 334).  For this design

pattern, the focus is on the ways in which students think about what they are doing (i.e.,

metacognition)—in particular, how they apply the standards of evaluation to their own work,

both as it is in progress and when they are done.  Metacognitive skills such as this are not content
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or age specific—we would like students from elementary through postsecondary education to do

this type of content-based thinking in contexts in which they find themselves.  Further,

metacognitive skills may be appropriately assessed in conjunction with other aspects of inquiry

such as using models or conducting investigations.  In these situations, multiple design patterns

can be used together to design a task or set of tasks that can reveal multiple aspects of inquiry-

based reasoning.

The examples described here speak to the breadth, flexibility and utility of design

patterns.  Design patterns can characterize assessment arguments for multiple aspects of inquiry

and/or various psychological perspectives (breadth).  Moreover, PADI design patterns are

content independent, can be combined with other design patterns, or adapted for particular

purposes (flexibility).  Furthermore, they provide guidance in laying out the essential information

necessary to create quality assessments regardless of the purpose of the assessment, grade level,

or content (utility).  It is important to note that for each design pattern, consideration is given to

the targeted aspects of inquiry and to the additional knowledge/skills/abilities that may be

required.  For example, students’ familiarity with the particular content, level of content

knowledge required, or their familiarity with the task context can greatly affect performance, and

therefore what the assessor can learn about what students are apt to do in various situations.

Ways in which tasks can be varied to increase or decrease demands for knowledge are noted in

each design pattern.  The designer of an assessment task should take these design decisions into

account and construct tasks that will be informative given: (a) the purpose of the assessment, (b)

the students who will be assessed, (c) what else is known about the test-takers’ backgrounds, and

(d) the constraints and resources that will shape the assessment context.

In summary, the power of design patterns is two-fold.  First, by capturing thinking about

important aspects of inquiry-based reasoning and paradigmatic strategies for assessing them,

design patterns provide a starting point for designing inquiry tasks.  This is increasingly helpful

as the goals of assessment and the nature of the knowledge and skills to be assessed become

more complex.  The design patterns offer accumulated wisdom about considerations for

assessment in these contexts.  Second, enormous value is gained by being able to refer to tasks as

instances of particular design patterns. Similarities in assessments that may look very different

on the surface are highlighted when the substantive intent of the tasks and design decisions that

were made to address the knowledge/skill in particular ways for particular contexts are made
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explicit. This documentation that can then be shared, adapted, or repurposed for various users

and uses.

3.3 Current Work

3.3.1  Task Templates.  As described above, design patterns lay out the assessment

argument in narrative fashion and provide the prerequisite substantive information for later

stages in the design process.  The more technical details of the argument are added in Stage III

(see Table 1, the Conceptual Assessment Framework).  To guide the technical aspects of

assessment design, PADI is creating task templates.7

Templates coordinate task design in two ways.  First, at a technical level, the structure of

a template helps assure coherence among the disparate elements and processes that operate

during an assessment, such as simulation environments, evaluation rules, reporting displays, and

psychometric models.  Important here is the coordination of specialists from different fields,

(e.g., content specialists, psychometricians, and programmers, interface designers, automated

scoring coders) whose work must come together for a coherent assessment. Second, at a

conceptual level, the substantive argument (as expressed in design patterns) continually guides

technical design decisions in light of the purpose the assessment is meant to serve.  This is an

example of the “layered” approach to the design of complex systems that is typical of

architecture and engineering (e.g., Brand, 1994).  The conceptual layer addressed in design

patterns focuses on the structure and content of a coherent assessment argument, without getting

into the structures and the details of implementation.  Templates focus on the structure and the

details of the “pieces of machinery” that are needed to implement an assessment, while keeping

the argument they are meant to instantiate in the background.  It clarifies thinking to make both

layers explicit and to work between them in the design process.

In PADI, the templates distinguish the structure of assessment elements from their

content.  To date, much insight has been gained by mapping existing assessments (reverse-

engineering) existing assessments into this common structure as we have done with GLOBE,

FOSS, and BioKIDS.  The real power of the PADI templates, however, will come from making

it easier to generate new tasks, even new kinds of tasks, without having to rediscover the

                                               
7 For some detailed examples of work completed to date the reader is referred to Riconscente, M., Mislevy, R.,
Hamel, L., & PADI Research Group (2004).  An introduction to PADI task templates. Principled Assessment
Designs for Inquiry (PADI) Technical Report 2.  Menlo Park, CA: SRI International.
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elements and relationships that underlie coherent assessment arguments and their instantiations

in various assessment applications.

3.3.2 Object Models.   A primary goal of PADI is to address limitations or shortcomings

of earlier efforts to design technology-supported and other forms of performance-based

assessments (e.g., scalability, cost-effectiveness, and replicability).  To this end, PADI uses

extensible object models and IMS/SCORM compatible protocols to create web-based tools

(guiding structures) to aid the designer in incorporating his/her purpose, psychological

perspective, and so on into the elements of evidence centered design.  PADI object models can

be used "behind the screen" by designers who want to adopt the PADI guiding structures, but

embed them in interfaces and data forms customized to their own assessment needs.

The full PADI object model consists of structures including design patterns, task

templates, and task specifications that lay out the elements of assessment design and the

relationships among them.  As described above, design patterns address assessment at a

conceptual level.  Task templates and task specifications are technical objects, in essence

blueprints for creating and assembling the elements of implemented tasks (e.g., stimulus

materials, tools for the student, evaluation rules, and psychometric models) in formats that are

consistent with IMS and SCORM protocols. Using the template structures makes it possible to

create assessment elements and processes that can be reused in different applications. For any

given assessment, instances of the objects can be created to follow the assessment argument

(expressed in one or more design patterns) in whatever ways are needed to suit the purpose and

environments of that particular assessment.

3.3.3  Scoring Engine.  With respect to a scoring engine, PADI will provide a family

of psychometric models for supporting inferences from observations. PADI will extend the

IMS/QTI standards to accommodate more complex measurement models (multidimensionality;

partial credit, rating scale, and dichotomous observations; item bundles to deal with conditional

dependence).  This aspect of the project draws on the work of Wilson and his colleagues with

multivariate random coefficients multinomial logit model, or MRCMLM (Adams, Wilson, &

Wang, 1997).  Assessment designers could take immediate advantage of using the PADI scoring

engine, or they could develop alternative scoring engines, or bypass probability-based inference

entirely as it suits their purposes.
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3.3.4  Exemplar Tasks.  We will work with the science education community to design

tasks using the PADI framework.  To date, filled-in examples of design patterns and task

templates have been reverse-engineered from GLOBE, BioKIDS, FOSS, NAEP and TIMSS.

While this exercise has proven useful for development, the real power of the framework comes

from the ability to generate similar or new tasks from a set or subset of the information (and

experience) used to design existing assessments.  Creating specifications for new families of

assessment tasks in these applications, then authoring and field testing the resulting tasks

represents the next major stage in our work.  Results will be catalogued in a digital library of

working exemplars of assessment tasks and accompanying scoring systems.

4.0 Concluding Comments

The importance of inquiry is emphasized in standards documents and curricular

materials, yet this is the one aspect of science teaching and learning that is least likely to be

assessed adequately.  An explicit conceptual framework and a collection of development

resources to guide the design of high quality assessments of science inquiry can serve to speed

the diffusion of improved assessment practices.  In this paper we detailed PADI efforts to

formulate a design framework for science inquiry.  The framework consists of a set of guiding

structures, both conceptual and web-based, that lay out the essential elements of a coherent

assessment argument and make explicit the layers of associated design decisions. The goal, in

part, is to realize, in the design of science inquiry assessments, the full potential of developments

in technology, measurement modeling, and our understanding of learning and knowing in

science.

More specifically the PADI framework advances an evidence-centered approach to

assessment design to ensure quality and continuity in the design process.  An evidence-centered

approach begins with a clear articulation of what it means to know and do science inquiry.  In

this context, the application of measurement models and statistical methods are necessary to

make sense of the variation and complexity of performances observed in testing situations.

Technology plays a central role in enabling these efforts to succeed by providing a link between

conceptual and statistical elements of the design process.  Further, web-based guiding structures

expressed as extensible object models address issues of limited replicability, scalability and cost
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effectiveness characteristic of many previous efforts to design complex assessments in

meaningful contexts.

 As the project proceeds, PADI is committed to: (a) implementing the assessment design

framework in an open-system object model that can be adapted by others to suit their assessment

needs and inquiry perspectives, (b) developing supporting software to create and work with

design patterns and templates, and (c) providing an initial set of high quality exemplars to

highlight the elements of a coherent assessment argument.   The framework and supporting tools

move developers beyond thinking about individual assessment tasks to seeing instances of

knowing or achievement that are similar across content areas or skill levels.  This construct-

centered approach draws attention to reusable schemas for obtaining evidence about what

students know from what they do or say or otherwise produce in an assessment situation.

Second, designing assessment products within the PADI framework ensures that the way in

which evidence is gathered and interpreted bears on the underlying knowledge and purposes the

assessment is intended to address.  Third, the common design architecture facilitates

coordination among the work of different specialists such as content specialists, statisticians, task

authors, delivery-process developers, and interface designers.

Initial applications of the ideas encompassed in the PADI framework may be labor

intensive and time consuming.   Nevertheless, the import of the ideas for improving assessment

will become clear from (a) the development of working examples and (b) the identification of re-

usable elements and pieces of infrastructure—conceptual as well as technical—that can be

adapted for new projects. The gains may be most apparent in the development of technology-

based assessment tasks such as web-based simulations.  The same conceptual framework and

design elements may prove equally valuable in making assessment arguments explicit for

research projects, performance assessments, informal classroom evaluation, and tasks in large-

scale, high-stakes assessments.
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Appendix: Three Examples of PADI Design Patterns

Example 1: Viewing real-world situations from a scientific perspective

(continued)
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Example 1: Viewing real-world situations from a scientific perspective, continued

(continued)
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Example 1: Viewing real-world situations from a scientific perspective, continued
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Example 2: Model elaboration

(continued)
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Example 2: Model elaboration, continued

(continued)
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Example 2: Model elaboration, continued

(continued)
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Example 2: Model elaboration, continued
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Example 3: Reflective assessment

(continued)
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Example 3: Reflective assessment, continued

(continued)
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Example 3: Reflective assessment, continued

(continued)
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Example 3: Reflective assessment, continued


